
 Jaswant Modern Sr Sec School                      Class:3 Summer Holiday Maths  
Worksheet :2022-23 

Q1.Draw the beads on Abacus corresponding to the number indicated. 

a.36875.  b.37540.    c.72328      d.46721 

Q2.Write in numerals: 

a.Seventy thousand five hundred 

b.Sixty two thousand seventy two. 

c.Twenty two thousand five hundred thirty one. 

d.Thirty one thousand one hundred thirty. 

Q3.Write the Face Value of the digit in bold. 

a.56742   b. 64398.  C.87239.  d.1843 

Q4.Write the number: 

a.I have 4 at thousand place,2 at hundreds place,1 at tens place and 5 at one’s place.-------------------- 

b.The place values of my digits are 2000,30,800,6------------- 

c.The face value at hundreds place is 3,the face value at tens place is 2,the face value at thousands place 
is 8 and the face value at one’s place is 5. 

d.0 at my hundreds place,9 at my thousands place,20 as place -value. 

Q5.Write the greatest and the smallest 4-digit number formed by the given digits without any 
repetition. 

Digits.           Greatest number.          Smallest number 

a.7,4,9,8,3 

b.4,0,2,6,8 

c.2,7,4,0,3 

Q6.Skip count: 

a.Countingbyfours,write the numbers from 1000 to 1020 

-----------,------------,---------------,---------------,-------------,-------- 

b.Skip count by 5,and write from 1235 to 1260 

-------,---------,--------,--------------,-------------- 

Q7.Write the Successor of the given number: 

a. 36578-------- b.  48763---------c.76432------- 



Q8 Write the Predecessor of the given number: 

a.47664-------b.29056---------c.32874----------- 

Q9.Arrange in ascending order: 

27649 ;326 ;22647. ;20987 

Q10.Arrange in descending order: 

3409; 116093. ;54983;3390 

Q11 Use.   <,>   or= sign 

a.Successor of 6999----7000 

b.5320---5002+320 

c.Successor of 1010-----Successor of 1009 

Q12.Match the following: 

                       A.                                                              B 

1.Sum of two even numbers.           An odd numbers 

2.Sum ofan even and an odd number is.      9999 

3.The smallest 4-digit number.                  Is an even number 

4.The largest 4- digit number is.                1000 

Q13.Write  True and  False 

a.1 added to a number gives its predecessor. 

b.The sum of 2789 and 1000 is 2889. 

c.The sum of 1687 and 10 is 1697. 

Q14.Arrange and columns and add 

a.37682+123+30945 

b.3265+23+16753 

c.567+34567+21760 

Q15.Add and Check: 

a.4567+450+1435.         b.30976 +2345+3098 

Q16.Sukanya saw 5396 birds in a birdsanctuary.Tamanna saw 1240 birds.Hiw many birds did they see 
altogether? 



Q17.In a village,there are 3437 men and 2513 women .There are 1002 children alsoin the town.Whatis 
the total population of the town? 

Q18.In a school there are25102 girls.There are 3254 boys more than the number of girls.Hiw many boys 
are there? 

Q19.Subtract and check:54763-32903.        b.49087-26590.      c.35490-16940 

Q20.Multiply and write the answer with in each marked section: 



 

 

NOTE: 1.      Do the given work in Separate Note Book.  

2.Do the given pages inWorkout)Mental Maths 5,6,8,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24and 25 



Learn and write tables 2to 13. 

Make projects according to Roll No.wise 

1.Make a working project for tables 2 to 13 

(Roll no.1 to 8.) 

2.Look at the vehicles around your house. Observe the registration number of the vehicles and note 
down the last four digits on the number plate in your notebook.Make sure you list at least twenty sets in 
your maths project file and then group them as even numbers and odd numbers. 

(Roll no.9 to 18) 

3.Collect some wrappers of articles like biscuits,wafers etc. 

Write their price in the following table and find the total amount invested for these items. 

(Roll no.19 to30) 

-----------------------------Happy Holidays----------------------------- 


